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Abstract—Data collected from heterogeneous sources often
have inconsistencies in data format and thus require transfor-
mation before the data can be used. A major issue of existing
approaches is their dependency on parallel input-output data to
learn the transformations. However, parallel data are not always
available, and annotation requires excessive human interaction
because of format diversity. Therefore, these approaches have
limitations when applied to large-scale real-world problems. To
address this issue, we introduce UDATA, a novel unsupervised
system for non-parallel data transformation. Because the trans-
forming data usually share common syntactic patterns, UDATA
discovers common syntactic patterns from input/output examples
and synthesizes the transformations between the patterns. More-
over, in UDATA, transformation results are verified by an active
learning model and ambiguous results are reported to users for
labeling. UDATA achieves accuracy close to other state-of-the-art
supervised systems without the need for any labeled data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data normalization is always a challenge in applications
that process and exploit data, especially when data are col-
lected from multiple sources. Raw data are usually stored
in many different formats. For instance, date/time data can
be represented in multiple formats such as “dd/mm/yyyy,”
“mm/dd/yyyy,” and “MM, dd, yy”; or people’s names can be
written in many ways such as “〈first name〉 〈last name〉”
or “〈last name〉, 〈first name〉”. Therefore, raw data often
need to be transformed to a standard format, as shown in
Table I. If we can fully infer these transformations automati-
cally, the problem of data integration and related tasks, such
as data analysis, can be resolved more easily. As a result,
applications on noisy data domains can be developed faster
and produce more accurate results. Traditionally, users need
to write programs to transform data, which are also hard to
maintain because of unforeseen formats in new data sources.

Existing approaches — In recent years, much research has
been undertaken to solve the data transformation problem
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TABLE I: Normalizing raw data from different formats

Raw data Normalized data
Messi; Lionel Lionel Messi

Paul Pogba Paul Pogba
Sergio R. Garcia Sergio Garcia

with less human interaction. However, previous methods
such as programming-by-example (PBE) or interactive data
cleaning still depend mainly on human interaction to learn
the correct transformations. For instance, interactive cleaning
systems [16], [20] require users to specify transformation rules
based on their suggestions. On the other hand, PBE [8], [28],
[22], which is the state-of-the-art approach, achieves high
transformation accuracy by relying on parallel input/output
examples provided by users. Because of the dependency on
human input, interactive data cleaning and PBE are rarely
scalable when the volume of data and the number of data
sources increase. These semi-supervised systems have two
main difficulties: 1) handling format diversity; and 2) result
verification. Source attributes can contain multiple data for-
mats and thus require annotation for each format in order to
learn the transformations. Moreover, the transformation result
needs to be validated to guarantee the accuracy before being
used in other applications. The process of providing input ex-
amples for each different format and verifying the transformed
results eventually slows with thousands or millions of records.
Proposed solution — In this paper we introduce UDATA, a

novel unsupervised system to solve the data transformation
problem with minimal human interaction. UDATA takes as
input a set of string values to be transformed, along with output
examples, in a target format. However, unlike prior work,
UDATA does not require output examples to have any align-
ment with the input data. Examples of parallel and nonparallel
data are shown in Figure 1. Since target output examples have
no connection with the transforming data, they can be specified
before data collection: thus, no human interaction is required
to learn the transformation programs. In this paper, we call the
problem of nonparallel data transformation unsupervised data
transformation, in contrast to the supervised problem where
alignments between input and output data are provided.

The main idea of UDATA is that data contained in attributes
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Fig. 1: Parallel and nonparallel input-output data

usually follow a set of common syntactic patterns. Therefore,
with enough data, UDATA can infer the underlying patterns
and thus leverage these patterns to learn the transformations.
The problem then goes from the traditional value-to-value to
the new pattern-to-pattern transformation. Since each pattern
usually contains multiple string values, the similarity between
the values in the pattern can provide the necessary information
for UDATA to find the mappings between tokens. In the
example of non-parallel data in Figure 1, if we have a sufficient
amount of data, UDATA can conclude that the second set of
digits in the input data should be mapped to the first set of
digits in the output data, which share the same range of values.

Contributions — To summarize, we make the following key
contributions in this paper:

• We formulate the problem of unsupervised data trans-
formation, which has not been considered in previous
research.

• We present a learning-based system to solve the unsuper-
vised data transformation.

• We propose a validation algorithm to validate our trans-
formation result with high accuracy.

• We evaluate our system in five different data sets; and the
system achieves an average accuracy close to the previous
best PBE systems, and it does so without any labeled data.

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

In this section we provide a real-world scenario where
existing approaches have difficulty. We then explain how our
approach can resolve these issues.

Scenario — The NYC Open Data portal1 contains multiple
data sources about places of interest. Tables II and III show
two data sources concerning Hotel and Restaurant found
in NYC Open Data. However, there are inconsistencies in
the data that may become problematic when merging records
into a homogeneous database. For example, we see that the
phone numbers and the website URLs in both Hotel and
Restaurant need to be normalized. In addition, the location
column in Hotel data source needs to be split into longitude
and latitude for consistency with the Restaurant data.

Challenges — Manual or programming approaches may be
viable solutions if the number of sources is small. However,
as the number of data sources grows, these approaches become
intractable. PBE and interactive data cleaning systems allow

1https://data.cityofnewyork.us

semi-supervised operation to reduce user effort. However, a
system that requires little or no human interaction is the ideal.

Solution — UDATA provides the ability to solve the data
transformation problem with minimal human interaction.
Users only need to provide a set of examples in the desired
formats. The system will then cluster the new data into differ-
ent formats, learn the transformation programs to convert data
into the predefined formats, and validate the output results.
Users can optionally curate a representative set of examples
to verify the results.

III. OVERVIEW

In data sources, data values are usually stored in string
format. Special values such as numeric (e.g, a phone number
or SSN without punctuation) and special characters can also be
interpreted as string values. In this section we define syntactic
patterns, our main representation for string values. We then
define the problem of unsupervised data transformation and
give an overview of our approach.

A. Syntactic Patterns

A syntactic pattern is a representation of the syntactic
structure in a string value. In data transformation, Jin et
al. [12] find that groups of adjacent characters from the same
character class (e.g., digit, alphabet, alpha-numeric) usually
share the same role in the transformation program. These
groups of characters also have their meanings. For example, in
the telephone number “(213) 775-2123,” the three-digit “213”
should be grouped and transformed together since the digits
represent an area code, which is a meaningful concept. In this
paper we call these character groups tokens.

A token is a constrained regular expression, which contains
a regex type and a quantifier to indicate the length of the
token. Table IV shows the list of regex types supported in
UDATA. In addition, we support different types of punctuation
and symbols (e.g., “.”, “;”, “/”), and each forms a separate
regex type of its own. For example, a question mark “?” has
its own regex type “?”. A quantifier can be either a natural
number or “+”, which indicates that the length of the token is
greater than one.

Example 1: A token of 3 digits is represented as “〈D3〉.”
A token of 1 alphanum character is shown as “〈AD〉.”

A syntactic pattern is a sequence of n tokens S =
{T1,T2, ...,Tn} that represents the syntactic structure of a
string value. A token T is denoted as “〈rq〉” where r is the
regex type and q is its quantifier. If the token length is one, we
can remove the quantifier to simplify the representation. A set
of string values can be described by many syntactic patterns
since some token types are supersets of other token types.
For instance, Alphabet is the superset of Uppercase and
Lowercase. Therefore, determining the most suitable pattern
for a set of string values is also a challenge that affects our
transformation.

Example 2: “12/11/2017” can fit into several patterns such
as “〈D2〉/〈D2〉/〈D4〉” or “〈D+〉/〈D+〉/〈D+〉”
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TABLE II: Data source concerning NYC hotels

Name Phone Website Location
Paramount Hotel (212) 764-5500 http://www.nycparamount.com (40.759132, -73.986348)
Doubletree Guest Suites 2127191600 www.nycdoubletreehotels.com (40.759055, -73.98471)
The Westin New York at Times Square (212) 868-1900 ext 245 www.westinny.com (40.757482, -73.988309)

TABLE III: Data source concerning NYC restaurants

Name Address Phone Website Latitude Longitude
Sosa Borella 832 Eighth Ave (212) 262-8282 http://www.sosaborella.com/ 40.762444 -73.985983
Starbucks 871-879 Eighth Ave,# 871 2122467699 www.starbucks.com 40.763644 -73.985134

TABLE IV: Supported regex types

Regex Types Regex Symbol
Uppercase rU = [A-Z]+ U
Lowercase rl = [a-z]+ L
Alphabet ra = [A-Za-z]+ A
Digit r0 = [0-9]+ D

Whitespace rws = \s+ (S)
Alphanum ra0 = [A-Za-z0-9]+ AD
Alnumspace ra0 = [A-Za-z0-9\s]+ ADS

Fig. 2: Overall workflow of UDATA system

B. Data Transformation Problem

Based on aforementioned definitions, the non-parallel data
transformation problem can be defined as follows:

Definition 3.1 (Data Transformation): Given a set of n
strings to be transformed S = {s1, s2, s3, ..., sn} represented
in m different patterns P = {p1, p2, p3, ..., pm} and a set of
target example T = {t1, t2, t3, ..., tn} represented in k target
patterns P ′ = {p′1, p′2, p′3, ..., p′k}, generate a transformation
program L to transform each string si in S to its corresponding
string in any of the target pattern contained in P ′.

Our problem contains two different sets of inputs data: the
set of data to be transformed S and the set of target patterns P ′.
Both S and P ′ are meant to be extracted from a set of string
values. The reason for supporting multiple target patterns is
that it is difficult to represent semantically similar data in one
pattern. A typical example is that of people’s names. There
are full names with two, three, or even more words, requiring
different patterns to represent them.

C. Overall Approach

We propose a data transformation approach that operates
in three phases: clustering, transformation, and validation.
Figure 2 shows the overall model of our approach.

Fig. 3: Hierarchical structure of transformation programs

Pattern clustering — First, both input and output strings are
processed by the pattern clustering module. In UDATA, we
use the pattern clustering model from Jin et al.’s work [12].

Transformation learning — Using the syntactic patterns
generated from the clustering model, the learning module
synthesizes the transformation programs automatically. From
the input and output patterns, tokens that contain similar string
values are matched, and string manipulation functions can be
applied when necessary. Since there are multiple source and
target patterns, pattern matching also needs to be done after
the token matching. We explain our transformation learning
model in Section IV.

Transformation validation — The validation module verifies
the transformation output and then identifies transformation
failures for users’ curation. Details of our validation algorithm
can be found in Section V.

IV. TRANSFORMATION LEARNING

In this section we describe our overall transformation pro-
gram structure and describe the algorithm that learns the
program.

A. Transformation Program

In order to model the transformation program, we use a
hierarchical structure as shown in Figure 3. The top level in
the program P is a pattern-to-function mapping M. M maps
a specific original pattern p to a sting function F , which can
transform p to the target format. A transformation function F
is a sequence of string operations O, where each operation
can apply to one token in the source pattern.

String operations — A string operation O has the form of
O = op(a1, a2, ..., an) where op is the operation name and a1
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to an are the required arguments. UDATA currently supports
five string operations:

• ConstStr(s): return the constant s
• Keep(t): return string values of token t
• ToLower(t): return values of token t in lower case
• ToUpper(t′): return values of token t in upper case
• Substr(t, s, e): return substrings in range (s..e) of

values in token t. Negative values of s and e refer to
backward direction.

Table V provides example outputs of four string operations
(all except Constant). All the string operations except
Constant require a source token in the main argument. In
the remainder of the paper, we will refer to actual tokens by
their absolute positions for convenience.

Example 3: Keep(2) means returning string values in the
second source token. Substr(4, 1, 4) means generating the
substrings s[1 : 4] for all string values s in the fourth token.

B. Transformation Program Synthesis

We use a bottom-up approach to learn the transformation
program. The input of our transformation algorithm is the
source pattern tree T and the target pattern tree T ′. First, the
algorithm iterates through all the levels in the pattern trees. At
each level, we find the best transformation function between
each source pattern p and all target patterns p′ (Section IV-C).
The mapping in each level is built upon the source patterns
and their corresponding transformation functions. Each level
is then ranked by the average score of its transformation
functions and the mapping from the best level is chosen as
the final transformation program (Section IV-D).

C. String Function Generation

As we see in Figure 3, string functions are the key elements
in a transformation program since the whole program structure
is built on these functions. A valid string function should be
able to transform values in a source pattern p to a target pattern
p′. Therefore, a string function F is valid if and only if the
number of operations in F is equal to the number of tokens in
the target pattern p′. Since the transformed strings must follow
the target pattern p′, they will have the same number of tokens
n and n operations are necessary to create n tokens.

Example 4: Figure 4 shows an example string function that
contains four operations: Substr(1, 0, 1), ConstStr(“.”),
ConstStr(“(space)”), Keep(3).

To generate valid string functions for each source pattern,
our string function generation method has three steps: can-
didate generation, operation scoring, and function synthesis.

Candidate generation — In the candidate generation step, we

TABLE V: Output of atomic string operations

Operation Output
ToUpper(“Lionel Messi”) LIONEL MESSI
ToLower(“Lionel Messi”) lionel messi

Substr(“Lionel Messi”, 0, 3) Lio
Substr(“Lionel Messi”, -5, -2) Mes

Keep(“Lionel Messi”) Lionel Messi

Fig. 4: String function with source and target patterns

generate a set of candidate operations for each pair of source
and target tokens. An operation is a candidate operation if the
source and target tokens satisfy the predefined conditions of
that operation. Conditions of atomic string operations are:

• All string operations require that the quantifiers from two
tokens be the same.

• ConstStr(s) is a valid candidate if all the values in the
target token are s.

• ToUpper(t)/ToLower(t) is a valid candidate if the t’s
regex type is Lowercase/Uppercase and the target
regex type is Uppercase/Lowercase.

• Substr(t, s, e) operations are valid candidates if all
strings in the target token have the same length of |e−s|
and all string lengths of t are longer than e.

Example 5: Some candidate string functions between the
two first tokens in Figure 4 are: Keep(1), ToUpper(1),
SubStr(1, 0, 1), SubStr(1, 1, 2), SubStr(1, -2, -1).

Based on the conditions above, for each pair of tokens,
UDATA iterates through the list of available operations. If the
source and target tokens satisfy an operation condition, the
operation will be added into the candidate set.

String operation scoring — The generated candidate opera-
tions need to be scored and ranked to find the best operation
for every source token. In our ranking model, the score of
a string function F to transform token t to token t′ is the
estimated similarity between the transformed values O(vt) and
the target values vt′ . The similarity score is calculated using a
logistic regression model following the idea from our previous
work [19]. The score of a string function O transforming
values in token t to token t′ is calculated as follows:

score(Ot,t′) = sim (O(vt), vt′) (1)

= sigmoid
(
wT f (O(vt), vt′)

)

The score of an operation ConstStr(s) is 1 because the
transformed values, which are all s, are the same as the values
in the target token by operation condition. The feature vector
f (O(vt), vt′) consists of two different feature types:

• Semantic metrics: illustrate the overlap between values in
two different subsets. Higher values of similarity indicate
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TABLE VI: Score and operation matrix from Figure 4

〈A+〉(1st token) 〈A+〉(4th token)

〈A+〉(1st token)
0.11

Substr(1, 0, 1)
0.07

Substr(3, 0, 1)

〈A+〉(3rd token)
0.07

Keep(1)
0.12

Keep(2)

that they are more likely to contain the same specific parts
of information such as months, years, first names, or last
names. We use Jaccard and tokenized Jaccard similarity
as our features.

• Syntactic metrics: denote the degree of similarity in
syntactic structures between the transformed source data
and the target data. We use Jaccard similarity over the
set of regex types between two patterns as our syntactic
metrics.

The training data for our logistic regression model is gen-
erated exclusively from the source and target data given as
the problem input. For each token in the source and target
patterns, we split their values into three equal sets, which can
be considered as training sets. Training samples are created by
randomly sampling a pair of string sets. Using the assumption
that there is no pair of tokens in the same pattern that contain
the same piece of information, if the pair of string sets comes
from the same token, the training label is True and vice
versa. After training, the learning model can be used for string
function scoring as shown in Equation 1.

String function synthesis — After scoring all the candidate
operations between source and target tokens, we create a
score matrix where rows indicate tokens in the source pattern,
columns denote tokens in the target pattern and values are
tuples of the best operations and their scores. ConstStr
operations are excluded for simplification since they do not
affect the problem of finding the optimal mapping. Table VI
shows the score matrix generated from Figure 4.

The problem of finding the best alignment between tokens
of the source and target patterns is a maximum assignment
problem and can be solved using the Hungarian algorithm [17].
After determining the best mappings between source and target
tokens together with the corresponding string functions, the
string function F is then formed as a sequence of operations
ordered by target token positions. For example, the final string
function in Table VI after including ConstStr operations is
the string function shown in Figure 4.

D. Pattern Mapping

Same-level pattern mapping — In every pattern level,
UDATA generates the best string functions between two pat-
terns based on results from previous steps. The input of
UDATA’s pattern mapping module is also a mapping between
a pair of source and target patterns to the corresponding string
functions. An example of pattern mapping is shown in Table
VII.

TABLE VII: Score and string function matrix

p′1 p′2

p1
0.17

{Substr(1,0,1)},Keep(2)
0.03

{Substr(2,0,1)}

p2
0.22

{Keep(1), Keep(2)}
0.08

{Keep(2)}

As we see from the Table VII, each source pattern can
be mapped to different target patterns using different string
functions. UDATA selects the best string function for each
source pattern to build the final pattern-to-function mappings.
For instance, in Table VII, both p1 and p2 should be matched
to p′1 using the corresponding string functions.

Pattern-level ranking — Since the pattern mappings are
restricted to apply to only one pattern level, it is necessary
to find, score, and rank the transformation program among
the pattern levels to select the final transformation program.
In this step, we apply the same scoring idea from our string
function scoring to score the pattern-level. In our pattern-level
scoring model, the mapping score between two pattern-levels
is the predicted similarity score between the transformed data
and the target data. The transformed data can be obtained by
applying the string function F of every pattern p to the set of
source strings that fits in p. The pattern-level with the highest
score is chosen to build the transformation program.

E. Scalable Transformation

As the volume of data increases, the computational cost of
our system increases because of the complexity in our pattern
clustering and transformation learning modules. Therefore, we
develop an adaptive transformation approach to improve the
scalability of our system.

Our adaptive transformation works as follows:

• First, sample a subset A from the set of input strings S .
• Run UDATA on A to learn the program P .
• Apply P to the rest of the data and create a subset S′ of

S for the values that P cannot transform.
• Repeat the process with S′ as the input set of strings.
• Iterate until all of the strings in S are transformed.

The adaptive transformation method introduces a sample-
build-test cycle that prevents building pattern trees and map-
ping the patterns repeatedly. Therefore, it prevents the com-
putation cost of the UDATA from increasing exponentially.

V. TRANSFORMATION VALIDATION

Using unsupervised techniques to transform data comes
with the usual caveat that mistakes will be overlooked. To
verify the accuracy of the transformation system for real-world
applications, we implement a validation algorithm that can
alert a user as to whether the transformation program is likely
to produce correct results. In an application where a handful of
mistransformed data elements could lead to catastrophic loss,
UDATA can still be used as the first module of the pipeline to
reduce the workload for users in later stages. There are two
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main reasons for transformation failures: syntactic mismatches
and semantic mismatches, and we propose an approach that
can identify these types of failures separately.

Syntactic mismatches — The syntactic validation algorithm
builds the pattern tree from our transformed data and compares
it with the target pattern tree. If the transformed pattern tree
is a subtree of the target pattern tree, which means they
have similar syntactic structures, we can conclude that our
transformation program is syntactically correct.

This method captures mistakes in syntactic structure and
identifies structural mismatches between transformed strings
and desired string values. However, it cannot provide perfect
accuracy since there are also errors caused by the semantic
ambiguities. In real-world problems, there are cases where
finding the similarity between different sets of string values
is ambiguous, causing our transformation learning to fail.

Semantic mismatches — To solve the issue above, we devel-
oped a semantic validation method that can report potential
failures due to semantic mappings. The main reason for
semantic mismatches in our system stems from the scoring
model. Although we provide similarity features with different
aspects to cover the semantic meanings contained in the string
values, in many cases the amount of data is not sufficient to
distinguish between different tokens.

Example 6: In Table VIII, the source data can be represented
as “〈D3〉-〈D3〉-〈D3〉” and the target data can be represented
as “〈D3〉”. The transformation task is to extract the last three
digits of from a nine-digit phone number.

TABLE VIII: Semantic ambiguity in the transformation

Source Target
308-916-545 504
623-599-749 843
118-980-214 749

As we see from Table VIII, there is no overlap between
the target data with any three-digit chunk in the source data.
Moreover, the target data is syntactically similar to all the
three-digit chunks in the source data. Therefore, there is not
enough discrepancy between the source tokens for the system
to infer the correct token mapping. Thus, the semantic vali-
dation module reports to users if top transformation programs
have comparable scores. On the other hand, we also report
scenarios where the highest similarity scores are zero. In
these cases, our classification finds no overlap in semantic
and syntactic features between the target and source data. As
a result, the transformation programs cannot be learned.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the transformation and validation
methods in UDATA. Our system, datasets, and results are
available online.2

2https://github.com/minhptx/ieee-bigdata2019-transformation

TABLE IX: Performance of transformation systems

AAC IJCAI Sygus Prog NYC Mean
IPBE 0.99 0.83 0.93 0.99 0.97 0.94

FLASHFILL 0.91 0.62 0.88 0.99 0.90 0.86
UDATA 0.93 0.71 0.56 0.93 0.88 0.80

A. Experimental Setup

Baseline systems — In the transformation evaluation, we
compare UDATA performance with two state-of-the-art PBE
systems: IPBE [28] and FLASHFILL [9]. Since IPBE and
FLASHFILL can leverage parallel input-output examples, they
serve as the upper-bound systems in our evaluation.

Datasets — We use five different datasets in the evaluation.
Details of the five datasets are shown below:

• AAC: contains 173 transformation problems collected
from 14 American art museums [15].

• Sygus: contains 27 transformation problems from the
Syntax-guided Synthesis Competition over the years [12].

• PregProg: contains six transformation problems from
previous papers on program synthesis [24].

• IJCAI: contains 36 transformation problems synthesized
by Wu et al. [27].

• NYC: contains five transformations scenarios that we
collected and labeled from NYC Open Data.3

Data organization — In our transformation accuracy experi-
ments, we only use the first 1000 examples for evaluation since
PBE systems are not designed to handle extensive datasets.
Since all the data in our datasets are parallel data, we need
to organize the data such that the three systems can use them
properly. For each scenario, the parallel examples are divided
into three partitions: P1, P2, and P3. For UDATA, we use
P1 and P2 as our data to be transformed and P3 as example
data in the target format. The output examples in P1 and P2
and the input examples in P3 are removed in our system. For
FLASHFILL, the input-output examples of P2 are provided
as parallel data while input examples of P1 serve as the
transforming data. In IPBE, we limit the set of active learning
examples to be in the same size of P3.

Computer Specifications — All the experiments are run on
an i7-7700k machine with 32GB RAM and 256GB SSD.

B. Transformation Result

In the transformation experiment, we evaluate the trans-
formation accuracy of UDATA, IPBE, and FLASHFILL. The
transformation accuracy of each scenario is reported as the
ratio between the number of correctly transformed values and
the size of the input data.

As we see in Table IX, UDATA’s accuracy is about 10%
lower than IPBE and comparable with FLASHFILL in AAC,
NYC and PregProg datasets. These three datasets are the real-
world datasets in our evaluation data. Real-world scenarios

3https://opendata.cityofnewyork.us/
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TABLE X: Validation peformance of UDATA

Dataset AAC IJCAI Sygus Prog NYC Mean
Recall 1.0 1.0 0.95 1.0 1.0 0.99

usually contain little semantic ambiguity in their tasks since
data are stored in a way that is easy for humans to understand.
There are cases where real-world data contains multiple syn-
tactic patterns due to data entry errors or conflicts in data
specifications. However, the number of syntactic patterns is
usually low. These two reasons make UDATA perform better
on real-world datasets.

In the Sygus and IJCAI datasets, there is a bigger difference
between the performance of other systems and UDATA. The
main reason for our low accuracy is that both the Sygus
and IJCAI datasets are designed by humans for supervised
program synthesis evaluation. Both the IJCAI and Sygus
datasets contain very complicated transformation scenarios
with many syntactic patterns in the input data. For example,
there are ten scenarios in Sygus related to extracting or
reordering phone numbers (Example 6). Not only are the digits
in phone numbers distributed randomly, but there is almost
no overlap between sets of three digits in different phone
numbers. Therefore, our string function scoring models cannot
determine the mapping between source and target tokens.
On the other hand, supervised systems such as IPBE and
FLASHFILL have full information about the alignments and
can handle these scenarios better.

To summarize, we see that UDATA has comparable perfor-
mance on real-world datasets with state-of-the-art systems, but
has difficulty with performance on synthesized scenarios.

C. Validation Result

We evaluate our validation method and report the failure
recall on the same datasets. We consider that a transformation
is successful if all the string values are transformed correctly.
Otherwise, the scenario is a failure. The reason for this strict
condition is that even if only one string value is transformed
incorrectly, user interaction is required to make corrections;
thus, such failures should be reported to the users. As shown
in Table X, the UDATA system achieves a high failure recall
of 0.99 across different dataset, which guarantees that UDATA

can identify almost every mistranformed output values for later
curation.

It is clear from the transformation evaluation that UDATA

still has a gap in performance compared with other supervised
systems. However, by allowing fully unsupervised transforma-
tions UDATA provides a tradeoff between the need for training
data and higher accuracy. With a transformation accuracy of
0.80 and the validation recall of 0.99, in normal transformation
applications, UDATA can be used as the first stage in a
pipeline to transform a large portion of the data and reduce
the workload for users in later phases.

D. Running Time

We report the running time of the UDATA, IPBE and
FLASHFILL in Table XI. As we see from the table, UDATA

TABLE XI: Average running time of UDATA

AAC IJCAI Sygus Prog NYC Mean
IPBE 3.9s 36.8s 1.2s 4.2s 36s 16.4s

FLASHFILL 2.9s 1.6s 1.5s 1.4s 1.3s 1.7s
UDATA 7.6s 17.4s 0.6s 0.4s 1.8s 5.6s

learns the transformations within two seconds in simple
datasets. In more complicated datasets such as IJCAI and
Sygus, the source input data can have a high number of
source patterns in some scenarios, which increases the size
of the generated pattern tree and affects the performance of
the system. IPBE uses an adaptive active learning method to
iteratively learn and suggest ideal examples for annotation,
which is time-consuming and results in its highest running
time in the evaluation. FLASHFILL does not have a built-in
pattern clustering module and thus the system attempts to learn
the transformation program from all input/output examples at
once. As a result, FLASHFILL achieves lower performance in
datasets with various format but has the lowest running time
across all the systems.

VII. RELATED WORK

Data transformation — PBE systems are often used because
they can automatically perform transformations given a small
number of output samples. FLASHFILL [9] designed a string
expression language and a set of transformation programs to
learn the transformations based on input-output pair examples.
Wu et al. [27], [28] extended FLASHFILL by providing a parti-
tioning method to partition string values as well as introducing
an incremental process to eliminate incorrect transformation
programs while users are inputting the examples. Recently,
Singh [22] and Jin [12] proposed a semi-supervised method to
build syntactic patterns of input data to support transformation
learning. Another approach for data transformation that has
also received attention in recent years is machine learning. Shu
[21] proposed a method of using deep neural networks to learn
the transformation programs. Wang et al. [26] used a proba-
bilistic approach to model and learn the string transformations
while Devlin et al. [6] take advantage of deep learning models.
Since both PBE and machine learning systems take advantage
of a small set of labeled data combined with a large amount
of unlabeled data, these systems can be considered semi-
supervised systems, compared to our unsupervised system.

Another direction of data transformation focuses on trans-
forming strings based on their semantic meaning. Singh et
al. [23] learn the semantic transformations by using the
information that is available within a given data source.
DATAXFORMER [2] learns the semantic transformations from
the set of web tables and forms available on the web. Singh
et al. [25] learned semantic transformations of different data
types based on a set of operations predefined by developers.
To date, our system cannot learn semantic transformations, but
it is one of the goals in future work.

Data cleaning — Interactive data cleaning is another common
approach since it can analyze the data and provide useful tools
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to create transform rules faster. Raman et al. [20] proposed
an interactive data cleaning system that analyzes data and
suggests transformation rules for users to select. Wrangler
[13] provides a user-friendly interface for creating scripts that
can be used to clean and transform data. ActiveClean [16]
is another interactive data cleaning system that combines
adaptive and rule-based models to suggest dirty data for users’
curation based on previous dirty and cleaned data. Although
interactive cleaning systems reduce users’ time and effort to
create the transformations, they do not address the problem of
human interaction, as the UDATA system does.

Data profiling — There is also research in the field of data
profiling. Saswat et al. [18] implemented FLASHPROFILER,
which is a syntactic profiling system that discovers syntactic
patterns from a set of string values. Andrew et al. [11] pro-
posed a method that extracts syntactic patterns from databases
in three different layers: branch, token, and symbol layers.
LEARNPADS [7] proposed a learning algorithm using statistics
over symbols and tokenized data chunks to discover pattern
structure. However, these systems assume that attribute values
follow the same pattern structure, which is hard to ensure for
noisy datasets collected from multiple sources. In addition,
there is other work focusing on analyzing and profiling data
attributes (i.e., columns) from relational databases [10], [5],
RDF triple stores [1], [3], and XML files [4].

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented a novel unsupervised approach
to infer expressive syntactic structures from data, learn the
transformation between source and target data using these syn-
tactic structures, and validate the transformed results. Without
human interaction, our system can transform attribute data
from different formats into one desired format. Therefore,
our system can be applied to problems that require fully
automatic processing. For example, we have used UDATA for
automatically normalizing data in the problem of automatic
spatial and temporal indexing for many data sources [14].

In the future we plan to support semantic transformation in
UDATA. For example, we plan to extract transformations from
web tables to provide human knowledge in our transformation
programs. Moreover, we plan to extend the set of supported
transformation functions so that the UData system can perform
a wider set of transformations.
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